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2010 Passopisciaro Sicilia Rosso ($39, 14%): Andrea Franchetti's estate on Etna's
north side has become an area standard bearer, in particular its single-vineyard wines. But
this blend, using vines between 70 and 100 years old from a relatively cool vintage, shows
the best of Etna's fine-boned style. Burnt sage, rose petal, a turnip-like earthiness and
subtle mulberry flavors, with classic minerality under it all. It's slightly young, so consider
aging it a bit. (Importer: Wine Warehouse)
2010 Graci Etna Rosso ($30, 14%): Alberto Graci's finessed wines, also from the
Passopisciaro area, have become one of Etna's great discoveries. This latest shows a
meatiness, almost a bloody side, matched by leather, dried oregano and robust cherry
fruit. Tannins are still taut, so age or decant it. (Importer: Vinity Wine Co.)
2007 I Custodi Aetnus Etna Rosso ($34, 14%): Enologist Salvo Foti has become
Etna's great caretaker, and this project from Mario Paoluzi, meant to highlight the
mountain's traditional winegrowing, gets a pitch-perfect assist from Foti. Head-trained
vines from Etna's north side offer a remarkable expression. It has an arid, intense aspect,
with a sanguine twinge to match dried cranberry and tangy pomegranate, almost like
biting into a pomegranate seed. (Importer: Wine Warehouse)
2010 Girolamo Russo 'a Rina Etna Rosso ($25, 14%): Russo, a trained pianist who
took over his family's property in 2004, is a relative Etna newcomer. While his singlevineyard wines can be a bit flashy, this blend of all four of his organically-farmed parcels is
a wonderful introduction to Etna's strengths. It starts out robust and rich, with brambly
fruit, but then it tightens focus, with pine pitch and mineral accents, and roasted-carrot
sweetness. A name to watch. (Importer: Oliver McCrum Wines)
2009 Palari Rosso del Soprano Sicilia Red ($41, 13%): Soprano is the little sibling to
Palari's majestic Faro bottling. The two Nerello grapes dominate the blend, and in basalt
soils they show a fantastic birch-bark and carob warmth that bolsters ruby fruit flavors
and menthol accents. (Importer: Vinity Wine Co.)
2009 Bonavita Faro ($40, 14%): Biondi told his importer, Oliver McCrum, to seek out
this tiny estate run by Giovanni Scarfone. The limestone-clay soils, and the use of a small
amount of the Nocera grape, underscore the difference from Etna. Aged 16 months in old
wood, it's a broodier expression of Nerello - deep and heady, with sweet aniseed and
roasted beet elements to the fruit, plus a welcome bitter edge to the tannins. (Importer:
Blackbird Wines)
2011 Valle dell'Acate Vittoria Frappato ($23, 13%): This estate, now run by Gaetana
Jacono, helped establish Vittoria's reputation, and its latest Frappato is a great snapshot of
that grape: intensely floral and lean, with high-wire raspberry flavors and a bright
crushed-stone minerality. That isn't to overlook the 2009 Valle dell'Acate Classico
Cerasuolo di Vittoria ($27, 14%), which has a slight sanguine twinge and just enough
rusticity to have depth, but also the finesse that so much Cerasuolo misses. (Importer:
Vinity Wine Co.)
2010 COS Nero di Lupo Sicilia Nero d'Avola ($30, 12%): COS is almost synonymous
with Cerasuolo, but this lesser-known varietal bottle from sandy limestone-inflected soils
in Bastonaca, near Vittoria, is worth a look. Aged in concrete, it needs a moment to open,
and then shows pretty amaro cherry, licorice root and liqueur, and a dustiness that reveals
the grape's nuanced side. Decant it. (Importer: Domaine Select Wine Estates)
2009 Riofavara Spaccaforno Eloro Nero d'Avola ($20, 15%): The Padova family's
wines, a new addition to the Lynch portfolio, show a density from older vines (30 years in
this case) on limestone soils, revealing a loamy side to deep cherry flavors. A toasted
fenugreek accent adds a complexity too often lost with this grape. (Importer: Kermit
Lynch Wine Merchant)
2010 Marabino Noto Nero d'Avola ($18, 14%): Noto is south of Siracusa, on Sicily's
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